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ŽWe prove symmetrization inequalities for positive solutions of not necessarily
.linear difference equations of the form
yDu s f u y c ? u q l,Ž .
where D is a discrete Laplacian, f is a convex decreasing function, c is a positive
function and l is a real function, on subsets of X = Y, where X is a graph and Y
Ž .is the line Z, the circle graph Z , the m-regular tree T , the line graph L T ofm m m
T , or the edge graph of the octahedron. Instead of D, we may also have somem
other operators, including the heat operator. The typical result says that we use a
discrete version of Steiner symmetrization to symmetrize the domain on which the
equation is defined, and if all the functions and boundary values involved are
Ž .appropriately symmetrized as well, then the increasing convex means of u x, ? are
increased for each fixed x g X. Q 1999 Academic Press
Key Words: symmetrization; elliptic and parabolic type nonlinear difference
equations on graphs; regular trees; line graphs of regular trees; circle graphs;
octahedron; Baernstein )-function; random walks; Hardy]Littlewood]PolyaÂ
majorization
1. INTRODUCTION
w xStarting with Talenti 18 , a number of authors have studied the effects
of Schwarz and Steiner symmetrizations on elliptic and parabolic partial
differential equations on spaces like R n or Sn. Such symmetrization
results, in addition to their intrinsic interest, can be useful in obtaining
bounds on solutions to partial differential equations. A typical symmetriza-
tion theorem asserts that under appropriate conditions, if
yDu s l
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n Ž .on a set V : R n G 2 , with u a positive function vanishing outside V
and l a real function on R n, and if
yD¤ s l&,
on V&, with ¤ a positive function vanishing outside V&, then we have the
Hardy]Littlewood]Polya majorizationÂ
‘ ‘
F u x , y dy F F ¤ x , y dyŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .H H
y‘ y‘
for each fixed x g R ny1 and each convex increasing function F. Here l&
Ž .is the Steiner symmetrization of l formed by replacing l x, ? for each
ny1 &Ž .fixed x g R by its symmetric decreasing rearrangement l x, ? , i.e.,
&Ž . w .by a function such that l x, y is decreasing with respect to y g 0, ‘ ,
&Ž . &Ž .satisfies l x, y s l x, yy and verifies the equimeasurability condi-
tion
m y : l& x , y ) t s m y : l x , y ) t , 4 4Ž . Ž .
for all t g R, where m indicates Lebesgue measure; the set V& is the
Steiner symmetrization of the domain V, defined by
1 X X& ny1 < <V s x , y g R = R : y - m y : x , y g V . 4Ž . Ž . 42
Ž &Equivalently, we can define V as the domain whose indicator function
Ž .& .is 1 .V
Such results have been proved by a number of authors under various
Ž w x w x w x w x w x w x w x w x.conditions and in other settings see, e.g., 1 , 2 , 3 , 5 , 6 , 18 , 19 , 20 ,
such as with the equations having more general right hand sides than just
l and l&, or with the operator D being replaced by some other elliptic
operators or by some parabolic operators.
However, until now not much work has been done on the discrete
w xversions of these questions beyond the results of Quine 16 who proved
some discrete circular symmetrization results for harmonic measures on
Z = Z by using a discrete version of the original )-function method ofm
w xBaernstein 4 . In the present paper the lack of work on discrete cases will
w xbe remedied by a modified version of the method of Baernstein 5 .
Discrete cases are interesting in themselves because of connections with
Ždiscrete potential theory and random walks on graphs for two general
w xreferences on random walks andror on discrete potential theory, see 11
w x.and 17 . Baernstein's methods in continuous cases have led to the
solution of a number of problems in potential theory and complex analysis;
one thus has good reason to suppose that discrete methods may also be
useful. But perhaps the greatest interest in our study of symmetrization for
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difference equations is that it focusses the discussion on the essential
conceptual points centered on applications of the convolution]symmetri-
zation inequality and other inequalities without requiring that one deal
with technical questions such as elliptic PDEs, differentiability, weak
solutions, boundary limits, approximations, etc. The discrete methods given
in the present paper are very general, and the theorems given do not
exhaust the capabilities of the method. In fact, there is reason to believe
that the methods used here can be fairly straightforwardly extended,
providing one is willing to handle the technical issues, to general results on
``Steiner-type'' symmetrization of functions on product manifolds X = Y,
where in the symmetrization the manifold Y is replaced by a symmetrized
manifold, and where it is assumed that Y satisfies an appropriate isoperi-
w xmetric inequality. See Technical Remark 3.1, below, and 15 . Exploration
in this direction is in the author's opinion a worthwhile avenue for future
research in the area of comparison inequalities for partial differential
equations on manifolds.
w xRecall that in continuous cases Baernstein 5 has generalized his
)-function method to handle various symmetrization questions involving
various partial differential equations. In the present paper, we modify
ŽBaernstein's generalized )-function method see Technical Remark 3.1 for
.a discussion of the relation between our method and Baernstein's and use
it handle symmetrization questions involving difference equations analo-
gous to the partial differential equations
yDu s f u y c ? u q l,Ž .
or
› u
y Du s f u y c ? u q lŽ .
› t
where c is a positive function and f is decreasing and convex. As
mentioned before, our modification of Baernstein's method appears to be
quite general, and could probably even be used for symmetrization on
Ž .manifolds see Technical Remark 3.1 .
The following is a special case of our present results. Let Y be the line
graph Z, the circular graph Z for m G 3, the m-regular tree T form m
Ž . Ž w x w xm G 2, the line graph L T of T see 12, Section 7 or 9, Chap. 8 form m
.the definition of line graphs or the edge graph H of the octahedron. On8
each of these graphs there is a certain geometrically significant well-order-
ing 1 . For instance, on Z or Z , the ordering is given by 0 1 1 1 y1 1m
2 1 y2 1 ??? . Given a real function F on Y, reorder the values of F to
form the function Fa which is decreasing on Y with respect to 1 . Given
&Ž .a real function f on X = Y, where X is any other graph, let f x, ? s
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Ž Ž ..a Ž .f x, ? be the 1-decreasing rearrangement of f x, ? for each fixed
x g X. Given a set V : X = Y, let V& be the set whose indicator function
Ž .& & &is 1 . Then f and V are discrete Steiner symmetrizations of f andV
V, respectively. Let V be a finite set. We shall prove that if u and ¤ are
positive functions vanishing outside V and V&, respectively, with
yDu s f u y c ? u q lŽ .
on V, where c is a positive function, and
& &yD¤ s f ¤ q yc ? ¤ q l ,Ž . Ž .
on V&, then we have the majorization
F u x , y F F ¤ x , y ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
ygY ygY
for each convex increasing function F and every x g X. Here, D is the
discrete Laplacian defined by
1
Du z s yu z q u w ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
dz Ž .wgN z
Ž .where N z is the set of all vertices of X = Y adjacent to z and d is thez
Ž . Ž .cardinality of N z . See Section 4.2. In fact, we prove more general
1Ž . Žresults, relaxing the finiteness of V to the assumption that u g l V and
.to some even weaker assumptions , varying the operator D to include
Ž .various other operators including some parabolic-type ones , working with
difference inequalities instead of difference equations, and having some
more general boundary values.
w xOur proofs, like those of 13 , crucially depend on the convolution]sym-
metrization inequality
f y k d y , yX g yX F f a y k d y , yX ga yX ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
X Xy , y gY y , y gY
valid for any positive decreasing k and any positive functions f and g on
Ž .Y, where d is geodesic distance length of shortest path on the graph Y. If
Ž wY s Z, then such an inequality is due to Hardy]Littlewood see 10, Thm.
x.371 ; if Y is the discrete circle Z , the m-regular tree T , the line graphm m
Ž .L T of T , or the edge graph H of the octahedron, then such anm m 8
w xinequality has been proved by Pruss 12 . If convolution]symmetrization
inequalities become known on some other constant-degree graphs Y, then
our results will immediately work in those cases. In fact, our main theorem
Ž .Theorem 3.1 is formulated in such generality that it will automatically
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cover those cases; one of the assumptions in the main theorem is that an
Žappropriate convolution]symmetrization inequality should hold Assump-
.tion 2.2 . However, the question of finding new convolution]symmetriza-
tion inequalities is not a trivial one. If Y is either the edge graph Z3 of the2
2 Žcube or Y is the ternary plane Z whose vertices are the set of all pairs3
Ž .a , a with the a in Z , and with two vertices being adjacent if and only1 2 i 3
.if they differ in precisely one coordinate , for instance, then it is known
w x12 that there are no convolution-symmetrization inequalities on Y of the
type that we would like to have.
w xFinally, we should mention the author's related paper 13 . There, the
w xprobabilistic method of Haliste 8, Section 8 is used to prove some
discrete symmetrization results concerning in effect the linear equation
Ž . w xyDu s yc ? u q l i.e., the linear case in our work . The paper 13
includes some continuous cases, makes fewer size restrictions on functions
and domains, and the methods of that paper are quite probabilistic. On the
other hand, the present paper handles more general equations and more
general boundary values, and we are now using a more analytic method.
w xAll of the discrete results of 13 can be recovered as limits of special cases
Ž w x.of the results of the present paper see 14, Sections II.11.3.2 and II.11.3.3 .
w xThe continuous case results of 13 can probably also be proved by the
methods of the present paper with a little more work.
Throughout the present paper, terms like ``decreasing'' and ``positive''
are of the non-strict variety, i.e., meaning ``non-increasing'' and ``non-
q  4 q  4 qnegative,'' respectively. We write Z s 1, 2, . . . and Z s 0 j Z . Given0
Ž .  Ž . 4a function f on a discrete set X, we write supp f s x : f x / 0 for its
< <support. We use S to denote the cardinality of a set S.
2. DISCRETE SYMMETRIZATIONS AND
CONVOLUTION]SYMMETRIZATION INEQUALITIES
2.1. Discrete Symmetrizations
We begin by introducing our symmetrizations in a rigorous way.
Let Y be a set equipped with a well-ordering 1 such that every
Ž .element has at most finitely many predecessors. Note that Y, 1 is order
Ž q . < <isomorphic to a subset of Z , - . Given a set S : Y, if S s ‘ then let0
a < < a < <S s Y, and if S - ‘ then let S be the collection of the first S
elements of Y, where by ``first'' we mean ``first with respect to 1 .'' Thus,
< a < < < aS s S . We call S the symmetrization of S. Call a set S symmetric if
Sa s S.
Given an extended real function f on S, let f a be the unique 1-
< aŽ . 4 < < Ž . 4 <decreasing function such that y : f y ) l s y : f y ) l for every
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l g R. We call f a the symmetrization of f. For a function F on some set,
 Ž . 4write F s y : F y ) l for its level set at height l. Then,l
aaf y s sup l g R : y g f .Ž . Ž . 4l
Ž a. Ž .a aNote that f s f for all l g R. We could also call f the 1-l l
decreasing rearrangement of f. We call a function f symmetric or 1-
decreasing if f s f a. Then f is symmetric if and only if the set f isl
symmetric for all l g R.
< < < <We say that two functions f and g are equimeasurable if f s g forl l
all l g R.
Given a point y g Y, we shall write
 4  X X 4B y s y j y g Y : y 1 y .Ž .
To define all of the above notions, we will of course need to choose a
particular geometrically-significant ordering 1 on Y. In all the five
Ž Ž . .concrete examples Z, Z , T , L T and H given in the present paper, Ym m m 8
is a connected graph. We always identify a graph Y with the collection Y
Ž .of its vertices. We write d x, y for geodesic distance between x and y on
a graph Y, i.e., for the length of the shortest path joining x and y.
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let Y be the line Z or the circle graph Z . Withm
this choice of Y, we will always take the ordering 0 1 1 1 y1 1 2 1
y2 1 ??? .
ŽEXAMPLE 2.2. Let Y s T , where T is the m-regular tree recall thatm m
.we identify all graphs with the collections of their vertices . This is an
infinite tree with each vertex having precisely m edges emanating from it.
We choose a root O g T and then we choose a ``spiral-like'' ordering 1m
satisfying the following properties:
Ž . Ž . Ž .a if d ¤ , O - d w, O , then ¤ 1 w
Ž . Ž . Ž .b if d ¤ , O s d ¤ , O while ¤ 1 ¤ and w is a descendant of ¤1 2 1 2 i i
Ž . Ž .for i s 1, 2 with d w , O s d w , O , then w 1 w .1 2 1 2
ŽWe say that a vertex w is a descendant of a vertex ¤ if the geodesic
.joining w with O contains ¤ . Such an ordering exists and is unique up to
graph automorphism. See Fig. 2.1 for an illustration of the ordering in the
case m s 3 which should make it clear how to inductively define it.
Ž .EXAMPLE 2.3. Let Y s L T , with the ordering induced in a naturalm
w xway by the ordering 1 on T ; see 12, Section 7 for diagram and details.m
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let Y s H , where H is the edge graph of the octahe-8 8
dron. This is a graph with six vertices. The ordering to be chosen on H is8
given in Fig. 2.2.
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FIG. 2.1. The ordering 1 on the tree T is induced by the standard ordering - on the3
labels in this diagram. The root of the tree is marked ``0''. Figure reprinted with permission
w xfrom the Duke Mathematical Journal 12 .
FIG. 2.2. The edge graph H of the octahedron. The ordering is 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 5.8
w xFigure reprinted with permission from the Duke Mathematical Journal 12 .
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Ž w x.We recall the Hardy]Littlewood inequality see, e.g., 10, Thm. 368
f y g y F f a y ga y , 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
ygY ygY
Žvalid for any positive functions f and g. Normally this inequality is stated
in the case where Y s Zq and 1 is - , but our case follows since Y is0
q . Ž .order isomorphic to a subset of Z . We shall also apply 2.1 in the case0
Žwhere f is finitely supported and positive, while g is any real function. To
prove this case, note that by the approximation procedure g s
Ž .lim max yn, g it suffices to consider functions g which are boundedn“‘
below. But then, choose a constant M so that g q M G 0 and apply the
Ž .positive case of 2.1 to f and g q M. The desired inequality for f and g
Ž .a a .then follows since g q M s g q M.
Let X be any set. Put Z s X = Y. For a subset S of Z, we define the
Ž . &discrete Steiner symmetrization S of S by
a&  4S s x = y g Y : x , y g S . 4Ž .Ž .D
xgX
We call S Steiner symmetric if S &s S. Given a function f on Z, we define
Ž . & &Ž .the discrete Steiner symmetrization f of f by letting f x, ? be
Ž Ž ..a Ž Ž ..af x, ? for each fixed x g X, where f x, ? is the symmetrization of
Ž . &the function f x, ? on Y. We call f Steiner symmetric if f s f. Note that
S & and f & are Steiner symmetric for any set S : Z and any function f
Ž .& Ž &.on Z. Observe also that f s f for all l g R.l l
If f and g are real functions on Z, then we write f . g if
f & z F g z 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
zgS zgS
for all Steiner symmetric sets S : Z for which both sides are defined.
Since level sets of Steiner symmetric functions are Steiner symmetric and
any function can be written as a weighted sum of the indicator functions of
Ž .its level sets ``layer-cake principle'' , it follows that f . g if and only if
h z f & z F h z g z . 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
zgZ zgZ
for every positive Steiner symmetric h for which both sides are defined.
We now give a few elementary observations.
The following lemma is well known.
LEMMA 2.1. If f . g, then for any x g X and any positi¤e con¤ex increas-
ing function F we ha¤e
F f x , y F F g x , y .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
ygY ygY
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 qProof. Without loss of generality we may assume that Y s n g Z :0
4n - N for some N F ‘ and that 1 is - , since Y is order isomorphic
q Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .to a subset of Z . Fix x. Let F y s f x, y and G y s g x, y . We then0
have
Fa y F G yŽ . Ž .Ý Ý
ygS ygS
for any finite symmetric subset S of Y. It follows that
m m
a aF n F G n ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
ns0 ns0
for all m g Y : Zq. By definition this says that we have the Hardy]0
Littlewood]Polya majorization F U G, from which, as is very well known,Â
it follows that
F F F F G ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
ygY ygY
as desired.
Remark 2.1. If g is Steiner symmetric, then f . g is equivalent to the
Ž . Ž .Hardy]Littlewood]Polya majorization f x, ? U g x, ? holding for eachÂ
fixed x.
Remark 2.2. Let O be the 1-smallest element of Y. Then, if f . g,
Ž .and x, y g X = Y, we have
&x , y s x , O 4  4Ž . Ž .
and it follows that
sup f x , y F g x , OŽ . Ž .
ygY
for all x g X.
LEMMA 2.2. Let f , g G 0. We ha¤e f . g if and only if for e¤ery positi¤e
function h we ha¤e
f z h z F g z h& z . 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
zgZ zgZ
Proof. Suppose first that f . g. We then have
f z h z F f & z h& z F g z h& z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý
zgZ zgZ zgZ
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Ž . ŽThe first inequality followed from inequality 2.1 the latter inequality was
given for the a-symmetrization and not the &-symmetrization, but the
corresponding inequality for &-symmetrization follows by using Fubini's
Ž .theorem and summing over all x, y g Z by first summing over x and
Ž . .applying 2.1 to the inner sum over y for each fixed x . The second
Ž .inequality followed from 2.3 .
Ž .Conversely, suppose that 2.4 always holds. Approximating f from
below, we may assume that f has finite support. Fix a symmetric subset S
Ž .of Z. We must show that 2.2 holds. Using an iterated sum, it suffices to
show that
f & x , y F g x , y ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
ygS ygSx x
 Ž . 4for every x g X, where S s y g Y : x, y g S . Fix x. Using the as-x
sumption that f G 0 has finite support together with the equimeasurability
Ž . &Ž .of f x, ? and f x, ? , choose a set T : Y of the same cardinality as Sx x
Ž . Ž .and such that Ý f x, y s Ý f x, y . Since S is Steiner symmetricy g T y g Sx x
< < < < a Ž .and T s S , we have S s T . By 2.4 applied with h s 1 wex x x x Ž x4=T 4x
then have
f & x , y s f x , y F g x , y .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý
aygS ygT ygTx x x
aSince T s S , this is the desired inequality.x x
LEMMA 2.3. For any real f we ha¤e f . f &. Moreo¤er, if f . f and f G 0
is e¤erywhere finite, then f is Steiner symmetric.
Proof. The inequality f . f & trivially follows from the definition of ..
Suppose now that f . f and that f is everywhere finite and positive. It
suffices to show that F is symmetric on Y for each fixed x, wherex
Ž . Ž . Ž .F y s f x, y . But by 2.1 we havex
F y G y F Fa y Ga y s Fa y G y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýx x x
ygY ygY ygY
Ž .for any positive symmetric G on Y. By 2.3 , on the other hand, we have
Fa y G y F F y G yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýx x
ygY ygY
Ž Ž . Ž X . Ž . Xhere we apply 2.3 with h x , y set equal to G y if x s x and set to
.zero otherwise . Hence,
F y G y s Fa y Ga y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýx x
ygY ygY
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If supp G is finite, then it follows from the characterization of the case of
Ž . Ž w x.equality in the Hardy]Littlewood inequality 2.1 see 10, Thm. 368 that
Ž X Ž . Ž X.F and G are similarly ordered i.e., that for all y and y if F y - F y ,x x x
Ž . Ž X..then G y F G y and since this holds for any finitely supported sym-
metric function G, it follows that F is symmetric.x
2.2. The Difference Operators
w .Given a positive function f on Z and a function K : Z = Z “ 0, ‘ ,
define the functions Kf and KU f on Z by
Kf w s K w , z f zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý
zgZ
and
KU f z s f w K w , z .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
wgZ
Define the difference operator
D f s Kf y f .Ž .K
We will be proving comparison inequalities between the solutions of
certain difference equations involving D f and those of symmetrizedK
difference equations involving D f , where K and L are positive functionsL
on Z = Z satisfying the following main assumptions.
Assumption 2.1. For every w g Z we have
L w , z F 1.Ž .Ý
zgZ
Assumption 2.2. For every pair of positive functions f and g on Z we
have
f w K w , z g z F f & w L w , z g & z . 2.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
w , zgZ w , zgZ
Assumption 2.3. If f is a positive Steiner symmetric function on Z,
then so is LU f.
Ž .Inequality 2.5 is a convolution]symmetrization inequality.
In most cases of interest we will in fact have L s K. Then, we can make
use of the following result.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose that L s K and that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2
are satisfied. Then Assumption 2.3 follows.
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Proof. Let f be positive and Steiner symmetric on Z. By approxima-
1Ž . Ution, we may assume that f g l Z . The function L f is then everywhere
finite by Assumption 2.1. Since L s K and f s f &, Assumption 2.2 implies
that
LU f z g z F LU f & z g & z s LU f z g & z ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ý
zgZ zgZ zgZ
for every positive g. By Lemma 2.2 we then have LU f . LU f. By Lemma
U2.3 it follows that L f is Steiner symmetric as desired.
2.3. Examples
Ž .Let Y be Z , Z, T , L T or H equipped with the appropriatem m m 8
ordering 1 defined in Examples 2.1]2.4. Let X be any discrete set. Let d
denote geodesic distance on Y. Let
K x , y , xX , yX s k x , xX k X d y , yX , 2.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 x , x
where k is any positive function on X = X satisfying0
k x , xX F 1 2.7Ž . Ž .Ý 0
Xx gX
for all x g X and where k X for all fixed x and xX in X is a decreasingx, x
function on Zq normalized so that0
k X d O, yX F 1.Ž .Ž .Ý x , x
Xy gY
ŽSince our graph Y is regular i.e., given any two vertices of it, there is a
.graph automorphism sending one vertex to the other , it follows that
k X d y , yX F 1, 2.8Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý x , x
Xy gY
for every y g Y. Let L s K. It follows easily that Assumption 2.1 is
satisfied. To prove Assumption 2.2, note that
f w K w , z g zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý
w , zgZ
s k x , xX f x , y k X d y , yX g xX , yXŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý0 x , x
X Xx , x gX y , y gY
F k x , xX f & x , y k X d y , yX g & xX , yXŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý0 x , x
X Xx , x gX y , y gY
s f & w K w , z g & z ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
w , zgZ
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and Assumption 2.2 follows, where we have applied the convolution]sym-
metrization inequality
F y k d y , yX G yX F Fa y k d y , yX Ga yX 2.9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
X Xy , y gY y , y gY
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Xwhere k is decreasing to the functions F y s f x, y and G y sx x
Ž X . X Ž . Ž .g x , y for fixed x and x . Inequality 2.9 holds if Y is Z , Z, T , L Tm m m
Ž . Ž . w xor H . The Z , T , L T and H cases of 2.9 are proved in 12 , while8 m m m 8
Ž w x.the case of Y s Z goes back to Hardy and Littlewood see 10, Thm. 371 .
Assumption 2.3 now follows by Proposition 2.1.
Remark 2.3. The above work also shows that if L s K is of the form
Ž . qX2.6 , where k is any positive decreasing function on Z and k is anyx, x 0 0
Ž Ž . Ž ..positive function without any conditions like 2.7 or 2.8 , and if Y is Z ,m
Ž .Z, T , L T or H , then Assumption 2.2 follows.m m 8
Ž . Ž .If we always have equality in 2.7 and 2.8 , then our operator D s DK L
can be considered a discrete Laplacian on X = Y. In such a case we have
Ž .Ý K w, z s 1 for all fixed w g Z, and K is thus the transition matrixz g Z
Žof a Markov chain R on Z in many cases, R will in fact be a nearestn n
neighbor random walk except that it will be allowed to stand still for a time
.step as well as moving to a neighbor . Then, D is the standard LaplacianK
defined with respect to this Markov chain, i.e.,
D f z s E f R y f R R s z ,Ž . Ž . Ž .K nq1 n n
for all n. Each step of R can be described as a combination of two steps.n
Ž . XLet R s x, y . One first takes a step from x to x on X = Y in then
Ž X.X-direction according to the transition probability k x, x on X ; then,0
one takes a step from y to yX in the Y-direction according to the transition
Ž Ž X.. Ž X X.Xprobability k d y, y ; finally, one sets R s x , y .x, x nq1
EXAMPLE 2.5. Suppose that Y is Z or Z for m G 3. Let X s Z.m
X 3 X X 1 XŽ . Ž . < <Let k x, x equal if x s x and let k x, x s if x y x s 1; if0 05 5
X X 1< < Ž . Ž .x y x ) 1 then let k x, x s 0. For any x g Z, let k T s if0 x, x 3
Ž . X Ž .XT F 1 and put k T s 0 for T ) 1. If x / x , then let k 0 s 1 andx, x x, x
Ž . Ž .Xset k T s 0 for all T ) 0. Define K by 2.6 . Our work above showsx, x
that Assumptions 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 are satisfied with L s K. Then,
Kf x , yŽ .
f x , y q f x y 1, y q f x q 1, y q f x , y y 1 q f x , y q 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s ,
5
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and
D f x , yŽ .K
4 f xy1, y q f xq1, y q f x , yy1 q f x , yq1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s y f x , y .Ž .ž /5 4
Thus, D in this case is a constant multiple of the standard discreteK
Laplacian on X = Y. We will be interested in solutions of difference
equations of the form
yD u s f u y c ? u q l.Ž .K
In the case at hand, such an equation is a discrete version of an elliptic
equation as our D is a multiple of the discrete version of the LaplacianK
D 2 s › 2r› x 2 q › 2r› y2 on R2.R
ŽWe can also get parabolic-type operators within our framework see
.Section 4.3 .
3. THE MAIN RESULTS
3.1. The Difference Inequalities and Other Assumptions
Now assume Assumptions 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3. Let V be a subset of Z.
Suppose that u and ¤ are positive finite-valued functions on Z satisfying
yD u F f u y c ? u q l, on V 3.1aŽ . Ž .K
and
yD ¤ G f ¤ y d ? ¤ q m , on V&. 3.1bŽ . Ž .L
w .Assume that f is a real function on 0, ‘ such that
wf is convex and decreasing on 0, ‘ . 3.2Ž ..
Assume that c and d are functions on V and V&, respectively, and that
c G 0 3.3aŽ .
d G 0 3.3bŽ .
yc. y d. 3.3cŽ .
Ž Ž . &In interpreting 3.3c , since c and d are only defined on V and V ,
respectively, we extend c and d to all of Z by setting them to q‘ outside
. Ž .their domains of definition. Assume that yd after the extension is
symmetric.
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Assume that l and m are any real functions on V and V&, respectively,
such that
l.m. 3.4Ž .
ŽAgain, to interpret this, extend l and m to all of Z by setting them equal
.to y‘ outside their respective domains of definition.
We need two boundary value conditions on u and ¤ . Given x g X and
 Ž . 4 Ž &. Ž .aV : Z, let V s y g Y : x, y g V . Note that V s V . We shallx x x
a Ž .awrite V s V . First, assume thatx x
inf u x , y G sup u x , y , ; x g X . 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž .
ygV x ygY_V x
Moreover, assume that
u x , y F ¤ x , y , for all U : Y and x g X . 3.6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
a aygU_V ygU _Vx x
Ž . Ž .Remark 3.1. In particular, 3.5 and 3.6 will be satisfied if u and ¤
vanish outside V and V&, respectively.
We now make the following assumption on the operator L and the
domain V&.
Assumption 3.1. Let f be any positive function which is not identically
zero. Define f s f. Inductively, given f , let f s LU f . Then there0 n nq1 n
exists n g Zq such that supp f › V&.0 n
Remark 3.2. If in the inequality in Assumption 2.1 we always have
equality, then this assumption says that a Markov chain with transition
probabilities defined by L has a nonzero probability of eventually leaving
V&, regardless of where it starts. In practice, Assumption 3.1 often only
says that V& is a proper subset of Z.
Now make the following weak size assumption on u:
y g V : u x , y ) l - ‘, for all x g X and l ) 0. 3.7 4Ž . Ž .x
Finally, we make a certain limit-at-infinity assumption. First, we define
an operator A acting on functions on Z, however. Let
1
XAf x , y s f x , yŽ . Ž .ÝB y XŽ . Ž .y gB y
Ž .for all x, y g X = Y s Z. Next we say that a sequence x of points of Xn
tends to infinity if there is no point x g X such that x s x for infinitelyn
Ž  4many values of n i.e., if the sequence x has no limit points in X whenn
.X is equipped with the discrete topology .
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Assumption 3.2. We have
&lim sup A u x , y y A¤ x , y F 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n
n“‘
Ž . &whenever x , y is a sequence in V such that x tends to infinity.n n n
1Ž . ŽRemark 3.3. If u g l V by this we mean that the restriction of u
. Ž .to V is summable , then 3.7 and Assumption 3.2 must hold for any pos-
itive ¤ . If X is finite, then Assumption 3.2 is vacuous.
&Ž .Technical Remark 3.1. The function Af x, y is a modified version
of Baernstein's )-function. The natural discrete version of Baernstein's
Ž . &Ž X. &Ž .X)-function is x, y ‹ Ý f x, y , and so our function Af x, yy g BŽ y .
< Ž . <y1differs from it only by the normalizing factor B y . Nonetheless, the
normalizing factor is important. For one, it lets us weaken the natural
w Ž .xdiscrete analogue of an assumption of Baernstein 5, assumption 7.9 to
Žthe weaker Assumption 3.2 of our paper. Note, however, that it is not at
all clear whether the natural continuous analogue of Assumption 3.2 is
.weaker or not than Baernstein's assumption. Moreover, we do not know
w xwhether Baernstein's method 5 without our modification could handle
the full range of discrete operators D and D that our method handles.K L
Our modification of Baernstein's method apparently produces a very
general method. A most worthwhile avenue for future research would be
to explore the question of how far Baernstein's method combined with
extensions of the symmetrization estimates analogous to Assumption 2.2
Ž w Ž .xfor the heat kernel on manifolds see 7, Theorem 5.4 iii for these
.estimates , gives Steiner-type symmetrization theorems for partial differen-
tial equations on product manifolds X = Y, analogous to our Theorem 3.1,
where one symmetrizes a function f on X = Y by transforming it to a
& Ã &function f defined on the manifold X = Y such that f satisfies
Ãcertain monotonicity and symmetry properties. Here Y is a manifold of
w xrevolution modelled on the isoperimetric function of Y, as in 7 . The basic
idea is to use heat kernel estimates analogous to Assumption 2.2 together
y1Ž .with the facts that D f s lim t K ) f y f under suitable assump-t “ 0q t
tions, where K is the heat kernel. Getting an appropriate analogue of ourt
ŽTheorem 3.2 will be the crucial step in the proof of such results. This, one
notes, may in particular require the modification of the function ¤ in a way
Ž .in which 3.8b has strict inequality, with approximation being used for the
.general case. For a rough outline of how this could possibly be done,
w xplease see 15 . The question of what general result can be obtained in this
way is an open problem left for the interested reader.
ŽNote that interesting Schwarz-type cases corresponding to the case
.where X is a single point, i.e., a zero-dimensional manifold have already
w xbeen explored, via a different method, by Cianchi 6 .
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3.2. The Comparison Theorem
The main result of the present paper is as follows.
THEOREM 3.1. Assume all the assumptions gi¤en in the Section 3.1. Then
u.¤ .
Remark 3.4. By Lemma 2.1 and Remark 2.2, under the conditions of
Theorem 3.1, we then have
F u x , y F F ¤ x , yŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
ygY ygY
and
sup u x , y F ¤ x , O ,Ž . Ž .
ygY
for all x g X.
COROLLARY 3.1. Suppose that Assumptions 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 hold. Let V
be a subset of Z satisfying Assumption 3.1. Assume that yc and l are equal
to y‘ outside V. Suppose that u and ¤ are positi¤e functions on Z satisfying
yD u F f u y c ? u q l, on V 3.8aŽ . Ž .K
and
& & &yD ¤ G f ¤ q yc ? ¤ q l , on V . 3.8bŽ . Ž . Ž .L
Suppose that u and ¤ ¤anish outside V and V&, respecti¤ely. Assume that
1Ž .u g l V . Then u.¤.
Corollary 3.1 follows immediately from Theorem 3.1. A particularly
Ž . Ž .interesting case is when we have equality in 3.8a and 3.8b . In such a
case, our result is of the same type as the various results mentioned in our
Introduction concerning the effects of symmetrization on the solution of
elliptic partial differential equations.
COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose that L s K and that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2
are satisfied. Let V be a Steiner symmetric subset of Z such that Assump-
tion 3.1 holds. Suppose that ¤ is a positi¤e finite-¤alued function on Z
satisfying
yD ¤ s f ¤ y c ? ¤ q l, on VŽ .K
and ¤anishing outside V. Assume that yc and l are Steiner symmetric.
1Ž .Assume that ¤ g l Z . Then, ¤ is Steiner symmetric.
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Proof of Corollary 3.2. Assumption 2.3 follows from Proposition 2.1.
Letting u s ¤ , we may apply Corollary 3.1 to conclude that ¤ .¤ . By
Lemma 2.3 the proof is complete.
Remark 3.5. In fact, in Theorem 3.1 and in the two above corollaries,
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..we can replace f u x, y and f ¤ x, y by f x, u x, y and f x, ¤ x, y ,
w . Ž .respectively, where f : X = 0, ‘ “ R is such that f x, ? is a convex and
decreasing function for each fixed x g X. The same proofs as are presently
given will cover the more general case.
w xRemark 3.6. Baernstein 5, Section 8 in the continuous elliptic case
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..discusses using terms of the form f z, u z and c z, ¤ z satisfying
Ž Ž ..certain conditions and generalizing even further the terms f u z y
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .c z u z and f ¤ z y d z ¤ z which occur in our inequalities 3.1a
Ž . Žand 3.1b . It appears likely that Baernstein's generalization at least the
.one he gives in the elliptic case can be also effected in our discrete
setting. We leave the details to the reader.
w xRemark 3.7. Baernstein 5 in his continuous cases does not make the
assumption that u and ¤ are positive. We do not know how far the
assumption of positivity can be relaxed in our setting. Probably it can be
relaxed at the cost of some auxiliary conditions. In the case where Y is
finite this should not be too difficult to do.
Theorem 3.1 is a consequence of the following result which is a modified
discrete version of a maximum principle implicit in the work of Baernstein
w x w x5 and Weitsman 20 .
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that all the assumptions of Section 3.1, except
Ž . Ž &.possibly 3.6 and Assumption 3.2, are ¤erified. Let f s A u y A¤ . If f
achie¤es a strictly positi¤e maximum o¤er Z at a point z g V&, then there is0
a point z g Z _ V& at which f also achie¤es this maximum o¤er Z.1
We also need the following elementary lemma.
LEMMA 3.1. Fix V : Z. Let u and ¤ be positi¤e functions on Z satisfying
Ž . Ž . Ž &. Ž . &3.5 and 3.6 . Let f s A u y A¤ . Gi¤en any point x, y g Z _ V ,
Ž . X a Ž X. Ž .either f x, y F 0 or there exists a point y g V with f x, y ) f x, y .x
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Using the order isomorphism between Y and a
q  q 4subset of Z , we may assume that Y s n g Z : n - N for some N F ‘0 0
Ž .  4 < Ž . <and that 1 is - . Note that then B n s 0, . . . , n and B n s n q 1.
If V is empty, let yX s y1. Otherwise, let yX be the largest integer suchx
Ž X. & X X X athat x, y g V . Note that y - y and that if y / y1 then y g V .x
&Ž . Ž Ž ..a Ž .Now, u x, ? is just u x, ? . Using 3.5 , it then follows that
y
&u x , n s sup u x , n ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
X Snsy q1 ngS_V x
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< < < Ž . <where the supremum is taken over all subsets S of Y with S s B y s
Ž .y q 1. By 3.6 it follows that
y y
&u x , n F ¤ x , n , 3.9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
X Xnsy q1 nsy q1
< < a Ž . Xsince if S s y q 1 then S s B y . If y s y1 then it follows immedi-
Ž .ately from 3.9 that
y1
&f x , y s u x , n y ¤ x , n F 0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ÝB yŽ . ns0
X Ž .and we are done. Suppose now that y G 0 and that f x, y ) 0. It then
Ž .follows from 3.9 that
y1
&f x , y s u x , n y ¤ x , nŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .ÝB yŽ . ns0
yX1
&F u x , n y ¤ x , nŽ . Ž .Ž .ÝB yŽ . ns0
yX1
X&- u x , n y ¤ x , n s f x , y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ÝXB yŽ . ns0
< Ž X. < Xwhere the strict inequality followed from the inequality B y s y q 1 -
< Ž . < Ž .y q 1 s B y together with the assumption that f x, y ) 0.
Assume that all the assumptions of Section 3.1 are made. Lemma 3.1
shows that a strictly positive maximum of f cannot be outside V&. On the
other hand, Theorem 3.2 shows that if a strictly positive maximum of f is
achieved inside V&, then it must also be achieved be outside V&. This
almost immediately implies that f F 0, providing we can prove the maxi-
mum is attained.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. As in the proof of Lemma 3.1, assume that
 q 4 Ž .Y s n g Z : n - N for some N F ‘ and that 1 is - . Then, B n s0
 4 < Ž . <0, . . . , n and B n s n q 1.
Ž &.Let f s A u y A¤. The conclusion of Theorem 3.1 is equivalent to
the assertion that f F 0 as can be easily seen. To see this, note what we
Ž &Ž . Ž ..must prove is that Ý u z y ¤ z F 0 for every Steiner symmetricz g S
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set S. It suffices, in fact, to prove it for all finite Steiner symmetric sets S.
 Ž . 4 XFix such an S. Write S s y g Y : x, y g S for x g X. Put S sx
 4x g X : S / B . Note that if S / B, then S is a symmetric and finitex x x
Ž . Ž .subset of Y, and thus is of the form B m for some point m s m x g Y.
Then,
u& z y ¤ z s u& x , y y ¤ x , yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý
XzgS xgS ygSx
s u& x , y y ¤ x , yŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý
XxgS Ž Ž ..ygB m x
s B m x f x , m x .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý
XxgS
This proves our claim about the equivalence of the inequalities u.¤ and
f F 0.
To obtain a contradiction, suppose that f is strictly positive somewhere
Ž .on Z. Let x , y be a maximizing sequence for f on Z so thatn n
sup f z s lim f x , y .Ž . Ž .n n
n“‘zgZ
Since the left hand side is by assumption strictly positive, by working with
Ž .only sufficiently large n, we may assume that f x , y ) 0. By Lemma 3.1,n n
Ž . & Žwe may likewise assume that we always have x , y g V since ifn n
Ž . & X ax , y f V , then by that Lemma we may replace y by a y g Vn n n n x
.without decreasing f .
Passing to a subsequence, we may assume either that x is constant orn
that x tends to infinity. In the latter case, Assumption 3.2 implies thatn
Ž .lim sup f x , y F 0, contrary to our assumption that f is strictlyn“‘ n n
positive somewhere. Hence, suppose that x s x for every n. Passing to an
subsequence, we may assume either that y is eventually constant or thatn
y takes on infinitely many distinct values. If y is eventually constant thenn n
Ž .it follows that f achieves a maximum over Z at x, y for sufficiently largen
Ž . & Žn. We have x, y g V . By Theorem 3.2 recall that we have assumedn
.that f is strictly positive somewhere so the maximum is strictly positive , it
follows that f also attains its maximum at some point z outside V&. Since0
this maximum is strictly positive, Lemma 3.1 implies that there is a point
X & Ž X . Ž .z g V with f z ) f z , contradicting the fact that f attains its0 0 0
maximum at z .0
In the remaining case, y takes on infinitely many distinct values.n
Passing to a further subsequence we may assume that y “ ‘. In such an
case we necessarily have N s ‘ and hence Y s Zq as Y is then infinite;0
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moreover, since y g Va for all n, it follows that in fact Va s Y. Then,n x x
Ž . Ž . &Ž .3.7 together with the equimeasurability of u x, ? and u x, ? implies
&Ž . Ž &.Ž .that u x, m “ 0 as m “ ‘. Hence, A u x, m “ 0 as m “ ‘. Thus,
Ž &.Ž . Ž .A u x, y “ 0. Hence, since ¤ G 0, it follows that lim sup f x , y Fn n n n
0, again contradicting our assumptions that f is strictly positive somewhere
Ž .and that x , y is a maximizing sequence.n n
LEMMA 3.2. Let g be any positi¤e Steiner symmetric function on Z with
Ž . Ž .Ý g z F 1. Then, there is a positi¤e function G on Z with Ý G z F 1z g Z z g Z
such that
g w s G z c wŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý z
zgZ
for all w, where
1
c s 1 .Ž x , y. Ž x4=BŽ y..B yŽ .
LEMMA 3.3. Assume all the assumptions of Section 3.1 except perhaps
Ž . Ž &. Ž .3.6 and Assumption 3.2. Let f s A u y A¤ . Fix x g X. If f x, ? achie¤es
a positi¤e maximum o¤er Va at a point y, then we ha¤ex
f x , y F u& z y ¤ z LUc z ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ž x , y .
zgZ
where c is defined as in Lemma 3.2.Ž x, y .
Assuming these two lemmas we can give a proof of Theorem 3.2.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let M be the collection of all positive Steiner
symmetric functions g on Z such that Ý g F 1. Define the functional sZ
on the collection of positive functions g on Z by
s g s u& z y ¤ z g z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
zgZ
Ž &.Note that if f s Au y A¤ , then from Lemma 3.2 it follows that
s g s G z s c s G z f z , 3.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýz
zgZ zgZ
Ž . Ž . Ž .if g g M. Now Ý G z F 1, while clearly c g M and s c s f z , andz g Z z z
it follows that if f attains a positive maximum over Z at z, then s attains
its maximum over M at c .z
Suppose now that s attains its maximum over M at a function g whose
& Ž .support lies in V . Then, 3.10 implies that it attains it at c for every zz
Ž .such that G z ) 0, where G is as in Lemma 3.2. It follows by Lemma 3.3
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Ž .and linearity considerations together with the identity g s Ý G z cz g Z z
that
s g F G z s LUc s s LU g .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý z
zgZ
Ž & Ž .This inequality uses the observation that z g V if G z ) 0, which
& .follows from the fact that the support of g lies in V . Assumptions 2.1
and 2.3 imply that if g g M then LU g g M. Hence, we see that if s attains
its maximum over M at g with supp g : V&, then s also attains its
U Žmaximum at L g g M. Since the maximum is strictly positive as f is
.assumed to have a strictly positive maximum , it follows that g is not
identically zero.
Let g s g. Inductively, let g s LU g for n G 1. Then, it follows by0 n ny1
our above argument that if m - ‘ is the largest integer such that supp gn
& Ž .: V for all n F m and such an integer exists by Assumption 3.1 , then
s attains its maximum over M at g s LU g . Moreover, supp g ismq 1 m mq1
not contained in V&. Let G be the function formed from g viamq 1 mq1
Ž . Ž .Lemma 3.2 so that g s Ý G z c . Then, by 3.10 applied tomq 1 z g Z mq1 z
g and G it follows that s attains its maximum over M at cmq 1 mq1 z
Ž .whenever z is such that G z ) 0. Since the support of g is notmq 1 mq1
& & Ž .contained in V it follows that there must be a z f V with G z ) 0.mq 1
Ž . Ž .But then s c s f z and since the maxima of s over M and of f overz
Z are equal, it follows that f also attains its maximum at some point z
&outside V , as desired.
 q 4Proof of Lemma 3.2. Without loss of generality Y s n g Z : n - N0
XŽ . Ž . Ž .for some N F ‘ and 1 is - . Let g x, n s g x, n y g x, n q 1 for
XŽ . Ž .0 F n - N y 1. If N - ‘ then let g x, N y 1 s g x, N y 1 . Since
Ž .g x, ? is a positive decreasing function for each fixed x g X, it follows
XŽ .that g x, n G 0. It is evident that
Ny1
Xg x , n s g x , i .Ž . Ž .Ý
isn
Ž . < Ž . < XŽ .Let G x, n s B n g x, n . Then,
G xX , nX c X X x , n s G x , nX c X x , nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý ÝŽ x , n . Ž x , n .
XX XŽ . n gYx , n gZ
y1X X
Xs G x , n ? B n ? 1 nŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý BŽn .
Xn gY
s gX x , nX ? 1 X nŽ . Ž .Ý BŽn .
Xn gY
Ny1
X Xs g x , n s g x , n ,Ž . Ž .Ý
Xn sn
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Ž .as desired. Summing both sides of the above identity over all x, n g Z
and using Fabini's theorem we see that
1 G g x , nŽ .Ý
Ž .x , n gZ
s G xX , nX c X X x , nŽ . Ž .Ý Ý Ž x , n .
X XŽ . Ž .x , n gZ x , n gZ
1
X X X Xs G x , n s G x , n ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ý ÝXB nX X X X X XŽ .Ž . Ž .  4 Ž . Ž .x , n gZ x , n g x =B n x , n gZ
also as desired.
The proof of the crucial Lemma 3.3 uses ideas adapted from the work
w xof Baernstein 5 . These ideas in turn utilize a method of Weitsman
w x Ž . Ž .20 to handle the terms f u y c ? u and f ¤ y d ? ¤ in our difference
inequalities.
Proof of Lemma 3.3. In what is now usual procedure, assume Y s n g
q 4Z : n - N for some N F ‘ and that 1 is - . Write F s 1 on Y.0 BŽ y .
a Ž . a < Ž . <We have y g V . It follows that B y : V . Note that B y s y q 1,x x
< a < < < Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and hence V s V G y q 1. Let U n s u x, n and V n s ¤ x, n forx x
Žall n g Y. Let S contain y q 1 points of V at which U is largest i.e.,x
Ž .inductively let n be a point of V maximizing U n , let n be a point of0 x 0 k
 4 Ž .  4V _ n , . . . , n maximizing U n , and define S s n , . . . , n ; thex 0 ky1 k 0 y
Ž ..possibility of such choices in the case where V is infinite uses 3.7 . Now,x
Ž .by 3.5 , at every point of Y _ V , the function U is smaller than at anyx
point of V . Thus, S is also a collection of y q 1 points of Y at which U isx
Ãlargest. Let F s 1 . The choice of S and the symmetry of F thenS
guarantee that
a
aÃU ? F s U ? F . 3.11Ž .Ž .
I claim that we then have
y F n D u&y ¤ x , nŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý L
ngY
ÃF y F n D u x , n q F n D ¤ x , n 3.12aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý ÝK L
ngY ngY
ÃF F n f U n y c x , n U n q l x , n 3.12bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
ngY
y F n f V n y d x , y V n q m x , nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
ngY
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a aF F n f U n y d x , n U n 3.12cŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
ngY
qm x , n y f V n q d x , n V n y m x , nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
a as F n f U n y d x , n U n 3.12dŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
ngY
y f V n y d x , n V n .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
We now justify this chain of relations line by line. First, note that
Ã Ã ÃF n D u x , n s F n Ku x , n y F n U nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý ÝK
ngY ngY ngY
Ãa & ÃF F n Lu x , n y F n U nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
ngY ngY
& Ãs F n Lu x , n y F n U nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
ngY ngY
s F n Lu& x , n y F n Ua nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
ngY ngY
s F n D u& x , n .Ž . Ž .Ý L
ngY
The first equality followed by definition of D ; the subsequent inequalityK
Žfollowed from Assumption 2.2 applied to the functions h and u, where
X Ã X & XŽ . Ž . Ž .h x , n is F n if x s x and is zero otherwise, so that h x , n is equal to
Ãa X XŽ . .F n if x s x and vanishes if x / x ; the subsequent equality was given
Ãby the equimeasurability of F and F together with the symmetry of F
Ãa Ž .which implies that F s F; the subsequent equality came from 3.11
Ã Ã aŽ . Žtogether with the equimeasurability of F ? U and F ? U in fact, this
Ž . .equality is the special case of 3.15 , below, with f s Id ; and the final
equality followed from the definition of D . Hence, we see that theL
Ž .inequality in line 3.12a is valid.
ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .Line 3.12b follows from 3.1a and 3.1b since supp F : V andx
supp F : Va.x
Ž .We now justify 3.12c in three steps. First note that
Ã Ãa &F n l x , n F F n ? l x , nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
ngY ngY
s F n ? l& x , nŽ . Ž .Ý
ngY
F F n m x , n , 3.13Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
ngY
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where the first inequality followed from the Hardy]Littlewood inequality
ÃaŽ .2.1 , the middle equality followed from the fact that F s F, and the final
inequality followed from the symmetry and positivity of F together with
Ž .condition 3.4 .
Now note that
a &Ã ÃF n U n yc x , n F F ? U n ? yc x , nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý Ý
ngY ngY
aÃF F ? U n ? yd x , nŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
ngY
s F n ? U a n ? yd x , n . 3.14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
ngY
Here, the first inequality followed from the Hardy]Littlewood inequality
Ž . Ž . Ž .2.1 . The second came from 3.3c together with 2.3 and the symmetry
Ã aŽ . Ž .and positivity of F ? U . The final equality came from 3.11 .
Finally, note that by the choice of S we also have
Ã aF n f U n s F n f U n . 3.15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
ngY ngY
Ž . Ž . Ž .Putting 3.13 ] 3.15 together, we obtain 3.12c . Trivial manipulation then
Ž .yields 3.12d .
Ž .Let R be the right hand side in 3.12d . We shall show that R F 0. Note
that if f and d are identically zero, then this is trivial. Suppose now that
Ž . Ž .we have already proved that R F 0. Then, by 3.12a ] 3.12d we have
y F n D u&y ¤ x , n F 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý L
ngY
Ž .By definition of c see Lemma 3.2 it follows immediately thatŽ x, y .
y c z D u&y ¤ z F 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ž x , y . L
zgZ
Now, yD s 1 y L, so thatL
c z ? u&y ¤ z F c z ? L u&y ¤ zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý ÝŽ x , y . Ž x , y .
zgZ zgZ
s LUc z ? u&y ¤ z .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ž x , y .
zgZ
Ž .Since the left hand side of this inequality is just f x, y , the proof is
complete.
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We thus need only prove that R F 0, for which we use the idea of
w x Ž . Ž .Weitsman 20 . Since F n s 1 n for all n and f is convex, we haveBŽ y .
y
a aR s yd x , i U i y V i q f U i y f V iŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý
is0
y
X a aF yd x , i q f U i ? U i y V i , 3.16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
is0
X Ž . Ž .where f is the one-sided left hand derivative of f. Let C i s yd x, i
XŽ aŽ .. aq f U i . Since yd is Steiner symmetric, while U is decreasing by
Ž .a X Ž .definition of ? and f is increasing the latter because f is convex , it
Ž . aŽ .follows that C must be decreasing. For conciseness, let a i s U i y
Ž .V i . Then, define
y
W n s a i ,Ž . Ž .Ý
isn
Ž . Ž .for n F y and put W y q 1 s 0. Inequality 3.16 then implies that
y
R F C i a iŽ . Ž .Ý
is0
y
s C i W i y W i q 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
is0
y
s C 0 W 0 y C y W y q 1 q C i y C i y 1 W iŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
is1
y
s C 0 W 0 q C i y C i y 1 W i ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
is1
Ž . Ž .via summation by parts. Now, C i y C i y 1 F 0 since C is decreasing.
Ž .Moreover, C 0 F 0 since f is decreasing. We will then be able to
Ž .conclude that R F 0 as soon as we prove that W i G 0 for all i g
 40, 1, . . . , y . Of course
y
aW 0 s U i y V i s y q 1 f x , y G 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý
is0
Ž . asince we assumed that f x, ? took on a positi¤e maximum over V at y.x
Ž . aMoreover, since f x, ? attains a maximum over V at y and sincex
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Ž . a aB y : V by symmetry of V , for n s 0, . . . , y we havex x
ny11
aU i y V i s f x , n y 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ÝB n y 1Ž . is0
F f x , yŽ .
y1
as U i y V i . 3.17Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ÝB yŽ . is0
< Ž . < < Ž . < Ž .Since B n y 1 - B y for n F y while f x, y G 0, it follows that
yny1
a aU i y V i F U y y V yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
is0 is0
Ž Ž .in the case where f x, n y 1 G 0 this is obviously a consequence of
Ž . Ž .3.17 ; if on the other hand f x, n y 1 - 0, then this is a consequence of
Ž . .the inequality f x, y G 0 . Therefore,
y
W n s a i G 0Ž . Ž .Ý
isn
for n s 1, . . . , y, as desired. Hence we have indeed proved that R F 0,
and, as indicated before, the proof is thus complete.
4. SOME MORE EXAMPLES
4.1. A Weaker Assumption
In some cases of interest, the full Assumptions 2.2 and 2.3 will not be
satisfied. Instead, we will have positive functions K and L on Z = Z
satisfying Assumption 2.1 and such that K a and La satisfy Assumptions
2.2 and 2.3 for some a G 0, where
K a w , z s K w , z q adŽ . Ž . w , z
and
La w , z s L w , z q ad ,Ž . Ž . w , z
where d is 1 if w s z and is 0 otherwise. I claim that in such a case,w , z
Žassuming all the other relevant assumptions are made, Theorem 3.1 and
.thus also Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2 will continue to hold.
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To see this, note that if K a and La satisfy Assumptions 2.2 and 2.3,
while L satisfies Assumption 2.1, then K X and LX satisfy Assumptions 2.1,
X Ž .y1 a X Ž .y1 a2.2 and 2.3, where K s 1 q a K and L s 1 q a L . Moreover,
y1
XD s 1 q a DŽ .K K
and
y1
XD s 1 q a D .Ž .L L
Hence, if
yD u F f u y c ? u q l, on V ,Ž .K
and
yD ¤ G f ¤ y d ? ¤ q m , on V&,Ž .L
then
y1 y1 y1
XyD u F 1 q a f u y 1 q a c ? u q 1 q a l, on V ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .K
and
y1 y1 y1 &
XyD ¤ G 1 q a f ¤ y 1 q a d ? ¤ q 1 q a m , on V .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .L
Since a G 0, it follows that if Theorem 3.1 works for the D X and D XK L
Ž .operators and we have proved that indeed it does work for them , then it
must also work for D and D .K L
4.2. The Discrete Laplacian
Ž .Let Y be one of the graphs Z, Z , T , L T , or H with the orderingm m m 8
1 described in Examples 2.1]2.4. Let X be any graph. Let p be the
Ždegree of Y if Y is Z or Z , then p s 2; if Y s T , then p s m; ifm m
Ž . .Y s L T , then p s 2m y 2; if Y s H , then p s 4 . Given a vertex x ofm 8
X, let d be the degree of x, i.e., the number of edges emanating from x.x
Ž . Ž X X.4Let Z s X = Y be the graph such that x, y , x , y is an edge of Z if
X  X4 X  X4and only if either x s x and y, y is an edge of Y or y s y and x, x is
Ž .an edge of X. Then the degree d of the vertex x, y in Z is equal toŽ x, y .
d q p. Letx
1¡
if w and z are adjacent~K w , z sŽ . dw¢
0 otherwise,
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where we say that two vertices ¤ and ¤ X of a graph are adjacent if ¤ / ¤ X
 X4and ¤ , ¤ is an edge of the graph. Let L s K. Then, D s D s K y 1 isK L
Ž .the discrete probabilistic Laplacian of the graph Z. It is clear that L
satisfies Assumption 2.1. I claim that K a and La satisfy Assumptions 2.2
y1 Žand 2.3 if a s p . By Proposition 2.1 which can be applied to
Ž .y1 a .1 q a K it suffices to prove Assumption 2.2. To do this, note that we
have
K a x , y , xX , yX s k x , xX k X d y , yX ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 x , x
Ž X. Ž X. Ž X.where k x, x s 1 if d x, x F 1 and k x, x s 0 otherwise, and where0 0
a if x s xX and T s 0¡
1
Xif x s x and T s 1
d q px~Xk T sŽ .x , x 1
Xif d x , x s 1 and T s 0Ž .
d q px¢
0 in all other cases.
Ž . qXIt is easy to see that k T is a decreasing function of T g Z forx, x 0
all possible choices of x and xX, so that Assumption 2.2 follows from
Remark 2.3.
4.3. A Parabolic Type Operator
Let Y and p be as in Section 4.2. Let X be any graph. Put X s Z = X0 0
and Z s Z = X = Y. Let Z be the graph X = Y. Given a vertex z of0 0 0
Ž .Z , let d be the degree of z and let N z be the collection of all vertices0 z
adjacent to z. Given a function f on Z s Z = X = Y, let0
D f t , z s f t , z y f t y 1, z ,Ž . Ž . Ž .t
for t g Z and z g Z . Let0
1
D f t , z s yf t , z q f t , w ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
dz Ž .wgN z
be the discrete Laplacian applied to f , where t g Z and z g Z . Note that0
D y D is a discrete parabolic-type operator, and that D u y Du s 0 is at t
discrete heat equation.
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that V : Zq= X = Y is finite and that Y is Z,0
Ž .Z , T , L T or H . Suppose that u and ¤ are positi¤e functions on Z whichm m m 8
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Ž q . Ž q . &¤anish on Z = Z _ V and on Z = Z _ V , respecti¤ely. Suppose that0 0
D u y Du F f u y c ? u q l, on V ,Ž .t
and
D ¤ y D¤ G f ¤ y d ? ¤ q m , on V&.Ž .t
Assume that yd is a Steiner symmetric function with yc. y d. Suppose
that c, d G 0 and that f is con¤ex and decreasing. Finally, assume the initial
Ž . Ž .¤alue inequality u 0, ? .¤ 0, ? . Then,
u t , ? .¤ t , ? 4.1Ž . Ž . Ž .
for each fixed t g Zq.
Remark 4.1. The assumption of finiteness of V can be replaced by the
weaker assumption that V is finite for all t g Zq, or by the even weakert
<Ž . Ž . 4 <assumption that x, y g V : u t, x, y ) l - ‘ for all l ) 0 and t gt
q Ž Ž . Ž . 4 .Z . Here, V s x, y g Z : t, x, y g V . In doing this, the followingt 0
Ž . q w xobservation is very useful. To prove 4.1 for all t g Z l 1, M for some
def qŽ w x.finite M, we may set u and ¤ to zero outside A s Z l 0, M = ZM 0 0
and then we need only prove the result with V l A in place of V, sinceM
changing u and ¤ outside A does not affect the values of D u and D ¤M K K
in V l A and V&l A .M M
w xRemark 4.2. Baernstein 5 in the continuous case managed to get the
same kind of results without the assumptions that c, d G 0 and that f is
decreasing, but only assuming that c and d are bounded below while fX is
bounded above. It is not known if we can do this kind of thing in the
discrete case.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Define
1¡ Xif w and z are adjacent while t s t
2dwX ~K t , w , t , z sŽ . Ž .Ž .
X1 if t s t y 1 and w s z2¢
0 in all other cases,
1 Ž .for t g Z and w, z g Z . It is easy to see that D s D y D . Let0 K t2
L s K. We may define u and ¤ to be identically zero outside Zq= Z . If0 0
we can show that Theorem 3.1 applies to the operators D and D , thenK L
ŽTheorem 4.1 will follow. The only other nontrivial thing that would have
to be verified is that Assumption 3.1 holds, but that is not difficult since it
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is easy to see that for the present choice of K, if f is a positive function
Ž . q U Ž . U Ž .with f t, w ) 0 for t g Z , then L f t y 1, w s K f t y 1, w ) 0, so
Ž U . t Ž . Ž . qthat by induction L f 0, w ) 0 and since 0, w f V as V : Z = Z ,0
.we see that Assumption 3.1 must hold.
But to show that Theorem 3.1 applies to D and D , since L s KK L
clearly satisfies Assumption 2.1, as in the previous section we need only
show that La s K a satisfies Assumption 2.2 for some a G 0. To do this,
let a s py1 and note that
K a t , x , y , tX , xX , yX s k t , x , tX , xX k X X d y , yX ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .0 Ž t , x . , Ž t , x .
where
1 if tX s t y 1 and x s xX¡
X XX X ~1 if t s t and d x , x F 1k t , x , t , x s Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .0 ¢
0 in all other cases,
and
1 X X¡ if t s t y 1, x s x and T s 02
X Xy1p if t s t , x s x and T s 0
1
X Xif t s t , x s x and T s 1~
X Xk T sŽ . 2 d q pŽ .Ž t , x . , Ž t , x . x
1
X Xif t s t , d x , x s 1 and T s 0Ž .
2 d q pŽ .x¢
0 in all other cases.
Ž .X XAssumption 2.2 then follows by Remark 2.3, since k T is evi-Ž t, x ., Ž t , x .
qdently always a decreasing function of T g Z .0
Remark 4.3. A number of other parabolic-type operators could also be
handled by our methods if we make the extension mentioned in Remark
Ž .3.5. For instance, Theorem 4.1 holds for the operator A s r t D y D,r t
Ž .where r : Z “ 0, ‘ . The interest in this extension is that it parallels the
extension of symmetrization results in continuous parabolic cases from the
heat operator to more general parabolic operators. No attempt is being
made at maximum generality, but only at showing how such results can be
proved. It is left to any interested reader to find the most general
formulation of our results.
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We now outline the proof of this extension, leaving the details to the
w .reader. We may easily choose a function K : Z = Z “ 0, ‘ satisfying
Assumption 2.1 such that
y1yD f t , x , y s 1 q r t r t D f t , x , y y D f t , x , y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .K t
Let L s K. It is not hard to show much as we did in the proof of Theorem
4.1 that then La s K a will satisfy Assumptions 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 if a s py1
Ž .here p is the degree of Y, as before . Now, if
yA u t , x , y F f u x , y y c t , x , y ? u t , x , y q l t , x , y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .r
then
yD u t , x , yŽ .K
F 1 q r t f u x , y y 1 q r t c t , x , y ? u t , x , yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .
q 1 q r t l t , x , y .Ž . Ž .Ž .
A similar thing can be said about the difference inequality for ¤ . We now
Ž .apply Theorem 3.1 with D s D being as above , modified to use theL K
weaker assumptions of Section 4.1 and to work with the extension de-
scribed in Remark 3.5. However, we apply it to difference equations with
f, c, d, l and m in the places of f, c, d, l and m, respectively. This will
show that u.¤ if u and ¤ satisfy the relevant difference inequalities for
the operator A with f, c, d, l and m on the right hand sides. Here,r
ŽŽ . . Ž Ž .. ŽŽ . . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .f t, x , b s 1 q r t f t, x , b and c t, x, y s 1 q r t c t, x, y ,
while d, l and m are defined in terms of d, l and m, respectively,
analogously to the way that c was defined in terms of c. In doing all this it
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .is useful to observe that if g t, x, y s 1 q r t g t, x, y for r G 0, then
& &Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .g t, x, y s 1 q r t g t, x, y .
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